Services based on current best evidence (efficacious, effective and safe), quality interactions, AH services integrated with care provided by others, delivered in quality environments, acceptable, affordable, appropriate, optimal (best value for money), measurable relevant to care provided, includes patients in care decisions

**What AH does:** Allied health roles, responsibilities & tasks

**How AH does it:** Time line and organisation of allied health care

Evidence-based delivery of care (efficacious, safe), timely, efficient, appropriate, acceptable, accessible, based on quality interactions and delivered in an environment of quality, optimal, includes patients in care delivery decisions, equitable, integrated with care provided by others, measurable relevant to care delivery

Interim functional outcomes that are based on health status, legitimate, optimal, patient centred, measureable, equitable, meet patients’ and families’ needs [individual] (satisfaction)

**What happens:** [Immediate or short term outcome]

- Optimise function to minimise morbidity

**What happens:** [Downstream or long term outcome]

- Reduce ill health that otherwise may require complex medical interventions to prevent death

Long term functional and other health systems outcomes that are legitimate, optimal, relevant to disease process, includes patients in decisions, measureable, meet stakeholders’ needs (satisfaction of patients & families, meet service or cost needs of other health care providers, funders) [individual and system outcomes]